
FUNDING PROGRAM FOR NEXT GENERATION WORLD-LEADING RESEARCHERS

1. Background of research
Nitrogen availability is considered to be the limiting factor for the net primary production of forest ecosystems.

However, large anthropogenic nitrogen input leads forests from nitrogen-limited to nitrogen-saturated in these
days. The nitrogen-saturated forest, which cannot retain the input N via precipitation efficiently can induce the
eutrophication of stream, river and lake ecosystems, and the decrease in the capacity to reduce GHG gases.
Despite of its importance, it is not easy to survey how much the nitrogen saturation is spreading throughout
Japan because long-term monitoring of N input and N output for a given forest should be carried out to
determine whether the forest is nitrogen-saturated or not. Thus, more convenient way to see if a certain forest
can have a risk to be nitrogen-saturated or not should be developed for the better understanding of our situation
with respect to nitrogen-saturation in Japan.

2. Research objectives
Natural abundance of oxygen isotopes (d18O) of nitrate can provide a unique information for nitrate retention

by forests. Input nitrate (precipitation nitrate) can have very high d18O values, while soil nitrate produced by
microbes can have low d18O values. This large difference in d18O can allow us to see how much precipitation
nitrate is contributing to the total nitrate in the streamwater discharged from the forest, which can provide an
important information on nitrogen status of the forest. If d18O of streamwater nitrate is high, that means forest
can not utilized precipitation nitrate effectively, and precipitation nitrate is escaping from the forest without
utilization by plants and microbes, which can imply that the forest is nitrogen-saturated.

3. Research characteristics (incl. originality and creativity)
We will analyze d18O of precipitation and streamwater nitrate in many forests in Japan, and we will explore the

relationship between the retention of precipitation nitrate by forests, and their nitrogen-status (nitrogen-limited
or nitrogen-saturated). The relationship between these two parameters can give us the tool to survey nitrogen-
saturated forests in Japan and East Asia.

4. Anticipated effects and future applications of research
The information on nitrogen-saturated forests in Japan we can get in this program can be used to carry our
better management of Japanese forests.
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